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S L L'1ARY

This report documents the results of a study of techniques for

cancelling nonlinearity generated interference from the input of sensitive

receivers. Harmonic interference is caused when a fundamental signal from

a communications transmitter impinges on a nonlinearity of so,,e type,

producing harmonics which couple into the antenna of a colocated receiver

tuned at a different frequency. Atore complex forms of interference are

produced when two or more fundamental signals mix in a nonlinearity,

generating intermodulation products which couple into the receiver. "'eans

of cancelling both forms of interference by utilizing only the fundamentals

have been investigated.

The study consisted of an analysis of the interference generated

by a nonlinearity, laboratory experiment to verify the assumption of a

memoryless nonlinearity and to evaluate the basic approach to cancellation,

and a computer simulation of an harmonic interference cancellation

technique. Various cancellation system configurations were developed for

the cancellation of harmonic and intermodulation interferences produced by

multiple nonlinearities. The laboratory experiments and computer

simulations indicate that the harmonic cancellation technique appears to be

realizable and practical. The report concludes with a discussion of some

of the major issues that must be resolved in any practical realization.

The author acknowledges the assistance oi Burton S. Abrams for

some of the analytical and experimental results contained in the report.
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EVALUATION

Harmonics and intermodulation producti (IMP) from high power HF/VHF/UHF
transmitters aboard B-52, FB- Ill, and C I aircraft are interfering with the
reception of a satellite starved desired UHF signal. (For example, the tenth
harmonics of an HF transmitter (25 MHz) falls in the UH- range (250 MHz). Since
the interfering and desired signal occupy the same frequency band, conventional
filters will not solve the problem nor will conventional Interference Cancellation
Systems (ICS's) solve this problem. Conventional collocated ICS's operate on the
principle that a small portion of the collocated interfering transmitter signal is
sampled and adjusted in amplitude and phase so that it cancels out the interfering
signal arriving at the receiver input. However, in this case, the "harmonic" or
"IMP" interference waveform arriving at the receiver is nonlinearly related to the
one or the other, or both offending transmitters. For this case, a harmonic
cancellation system is required for which no other solution is apparent.

The significnce of this effort is that it has direct application to fighters,
bombers, and C I aircraft, reference TPR R4C. In addition, this technology will
have direct application to any future system wherein jammers and/or satellites
commurc,.-t ons are employed.

WAYNE E. WOODWARD
Project Engineer
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1.0 i &O"O tUCTTL :,

TI'e continually increi:, coiamunication requirements aboard Air
Force airborne platforms of all types is creatinb a continually more
critical electromagnetic compatibility problem. The replaceme.t of older
communications equipment with new equipment utilizing solid state

components, electronically tuned filters, and wider band coverage is

further complicating the compatibility problem. Higher transmit powers and

new transmission waveforms, especially spread spectrum types, add to the
problem. The increasing use of satellite-oased k 0(1-uuiclt ion links is

surfacing new interference problems because these linKs typically operate
with little margin.

The interference problems can generally be divided into two

classes: linear and nonlinear. Linear interference problems are those
where the fundamental signal from a transmitter couples into a receiver and

prevents the receiver from detecting or demodulating its link signal with

the required fidelity or sensitivity. Nonlinear interference problems are
those where the interference coupled into the receiver is a harmonic of one

transmitter or some intermodulation mix of two or naore transuitted signals.
The nonlinear interference is produced by one or core transmit signals
impingin, on a nonlinearity which is assumed to be outside the victim

receiver itself.

Ilhe linear interference problem can De solved by a variety of

techniques. Standard tiltering approaches are by far the most widely used
means of eliminating this form of interference, in addition, active

interference cancellation techniques can be applied to solve those linear

interference problems which cannot be solved by the application of spectral
filtering. While not as mature as spectral filtering, linear interference
techniques are well-known and the technology is available to solve many

problems. Current activity in linear interference cancelling system
' technology is concerned with cancelling higher power interference, with

broader bandwidths, taster response, less complexity, etc.

ICurrently available techniques of solving nonlinear interference

problems are limited to spectrum management and the elimination of the

interference producing nonlinearities. Both of these approaches are
becoming increasingly difficult to apply because of the demand for more
communication channels and the wider bandwidth of the channels as well as

the trend towards broader band, electronically tuned communicationsII equipment which frequently is the source of the nonlinearity. In order to
provide an alternate technique for combatting nonlinear interference, the
application of active cancellation concepts to nonlinear interference
problems is being studied.,'

/ This rep'rt documents the results of a study of the nature ot
nonlinear interference from thu standpoint of applying active cancellation, tet hniquci to it reduction. The study involved analytical work,

experirr,,,i r'-asureme, atd Lomputer simulations to characterize the

problem and to evaluliLe t chniques for the cancellation of

I I I --



nonlinearity-generated interference. Most of the study was directed at
nonlinear interference which consists of harmonics of a single fundamental,
since this is less complex than the more general problems involving mixes
of several transmitter waveforms. An understanding and approach to solving
harmonic-type interference will lead to a solution of the more general
nonlinear interference problems.

An approach to providing cancellation of harmonic interference
has been developed and evaluated by computer simulation. This approach
involves the synthesis of the envelope of the harmonic interference by

processing the fundamental envelope and the received harmonic envelopt.
The synthesized envelope is used to modulate a carrier at the harmonic
frequency which is then used to effect cancellation of the received

harmonic interference.

The canceller system is implemented by utilizing standard

canceller techniques plus harmonic synthesis processing consisting of
straightforward digital and analog signal processing component.- It is
recommended that an experimental model of this equipment be developed in
order to furtLier evaluate the capabilities of such techniques.

1.1 BACKGROUND

The identification, evaluation and elimination of nonlinearities
on board Air Force aircraft is addressed in detail in reference M]. As
described in i1], a series of measurements were made on several aircraft.
The measurements indicated ttiat the preclominant harmonic interferences were
not produced by airframe effects ("rusty bolts," mechanical joints, etc.)
as initially expected, but by nonlinearities in the communication and
navigation systems.

Further tests and measurements located some of the most
troublesome causes of these nonlinearities and the relative magnitude of
the distortion produced by these sources. Equipment modifications to
reduce the production of distortion products were investigated,
implemented, and evaluated.

Subsequent measurements of the AFSATCOM receiver have indicated
that additional nonlinearities are present which produce distortion
products which fall in the satellite downlink band, thereby limiting the
sensitivity of the receiver. This loss of sensitivity is particularly
critical for satellite links such as AFSATCOM or the Global Positioning
System (NAVSTAR) since these links are usually operated with little margin.

, Aircraft on which distortion product interference is causing problems are
1the EC-135C, RC-135, FB-111A, and B-52i{. References [2], [31, and [4]
e contain descriptions of other studies which analyzed nonlinearities and

means of locating them on structures as large and complicated as Navy
ships. The general problem of analysis of nonlinear effects has been

[1] "Nonlinear Interference Cancellation System," RADC-TR-78-225, November
1978.
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ziddreba-id by- rcsearchers in varioUls rields for m,,any years. T[he early work
or. t.i -!i . r as -- i L as ti, -r work j5] representLs soLW of tite earliest
ettforts to apply tlV' tools of matiiem. ticaI analysis to the SutULion k)t

nonlinearity prob-ems in engineering. Mluchi of thu analysis Can o. djvjued
into consideration of two basic types or nonlinear bystem: those with no
memory and those containing memory. -Meory less sys turms ( bou lIinea r ,nfLC

nonlinear) have the property that the system OUtput t each instant oL time
is determined by the input at that instant and is unaffected by tile jpasL
inputs to the system.

Mluch of the earlier applied work was r,-stricted to tii, anlal ysib
of nemoryless types of nonlinean ties. A ore r~cvr.t ef fort., nave uxt':flued
the earlier work to include nonlinearities with nerory. Ana lysis 01 thecse
more complicated nonlinearities requires more powerful anllytical tools.

4 ~Recently, there has been renewed interest in thle sOlUt iOnl Of theCse pro--lems
by application of Volterra functional series. heference n contains,
description of this series and its application to nonlinear analysis and is
typical of current applications of Volterra analysis.

Most work reported tn date involves the analysis of the
distortion characteristics of devices an,; the computat K-n of the L"'els of
distorti 102 products (UP') i-ro~iLCed hy' theSe devices or thie exact fund--nn-ent-ai
waverr L' n the nunlinearity. Lsual ly , the ain lys is of the distort ion
charaact ri7.atics of these aievices is conducted ror CW sig.-nalIs and,
therefore, i s not d ire c tly a )ppi c a ble tu the problem of a itore complex
modulated carrier. No work is reported that applies directly to thie
problem of cancelling DP's at harmonic or interoodulation products productfe-
by nonlinear devices excited by one or two incident signals.

4 [2] iiiga , Walter iI., "Spurious Signals G~enerated by Electron Tunneling on
Large Reflector Antennas," Proc IEEE, vol. 1' ' no. 2, February 1975.

[3] Chase, U.N. , J. W. Rockway and C.C. Salisbury, 'A X-ethod of Letecting,
'I Significant Sources of Internodulation Interference," IEEE Trans on.

Electromagnetic Compatibili. , vol. EM!C-17, no. 2, :ay 1975.

[4] Chase, W.N., "Ship RFI Survey Procedure for lil- Frequencies," NELU
Technical Document 336, 21 June 1974.

[51 Wiener, N. Nonlinear Problems in Random 21h 2r , :!li Press, 1958.

[61 "Nonlineurity SystLent : lode 11in al;ind Anal1ys is with Appl icatLion t o
Communication Receivers," ikADC TR-73-178, June 1978.

[71 Thomas , E. J. , "An Ada pt iv(2 Ec ho CancelIle r in a : onideal Env ironme nt
(Nonlinear or Time Vairiint)," bS.1'IJ, vol. 5u , no. 8, October 1971.

[81 Fi l,-onu r, D. U)., "Acapt ive Eq uaIi za t ion ot ChannelI NonIi nea ri t ies i n
oA:i l-i Transrmission t~ tems h -STi ,Vol. 57, no. 7, Suptemiber

4 3
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So,e work is underway to provide equalization for the nonlinear
characteristics of telephone channels. References [71 and [8] report on
the application of these techniques to baseband equalization of telephone
line nonlinearities. The work reported in reference [81 compensated for
quadratic and cubic nonlinearities

(amplitude only) with a resulting improvement in the bit error
rate performance of the channel. Reference [71 is a mathematical analysis
and simulation of the performance of an equalizer when confronted with
nonlinear distortion produced by phase jitter caused by local oscillator
frequency instability in the transmission channel.

The approaches to DP cancellation considered during this study
assume that the nonlinearities to be encountered in practice are memoryless
and continuous with no hysteresis or jump characteristics. Laboratory
measurements appear to support the truth of these assumptions. Typical
communication system components such as diodes, amplifiers, mixers and
electronically tuned radio front ends have been used in the experiment.
The measurements made indicate that, at least over the bandwidth of
interest (tens of kilohertz), the nonlinearly generated harmonic products
are independent of frequency, implying that the nonlinearities have
sufficiently small memory effects that they can be regarded as memoryless.
it is likely that as larger frequency bands are considered (large
percentage), memory effects would become more significant.

It should be em.poasized that the lack of memory effects described
above refers to narrow bands centered around a particular harmonic or
intermodulation product carrier frequency and does not refer to wide bands
spanning the radio frequency difference between the various harmonics.
Therefore, mathematically, these nonlinearities are not strictly
memoryless. This distinction will be addressed again later.

Ai
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in this section the harmonic and intermodulzitior, product
generated when one or more modulated fundamentil carr ivr ii~a- ro
incident on a nonlinearity are ana lyt icalIly inVCSt i .,ate6 I n add It ioi, theL
ketteCts of multiple nonlinearities are investigated. As mlent iOne d L'crl ier,
tile ani lys is assumes that thle nonli ean t ies are imrrury less , coflt ifluou anid
single-valued. Trhis assumption appears to be just if ied based oni
meas urement s ot the nonIi nea r ity cha rac t eriStLicsh0 tr I. il Coi.ilotill ic. t i toils

2iu i pment and componenlt s . Sect ion 3 co lit al ils a1 Llii-a r~ I t il" btc

measurement s.

"'le distort ion product analysis is divided into thiree sect ions.
Fi rst , harmonics of a sing;le fundamental si nalI impinrg ini, onl a nonlinear it y

considered. NeXt, thle intermodulation distortion. prod) ucts prouuced
r"Ilel t wo bsig nalIs conibi ne on a nonlincari ty are analyzea. Finall11 , tije
effects of nultiple nonlineani ties on tire characteristics of tIVa total L'P
interference encountered by a receiver are? analyzeci.

2. 1 iARMON IC DISTORT IOh

n,,~1 u non' i ne;or it Ls is ont i[uLoIs , si ngle-valu ted and
lmeor ill Iiows tile'.t4 of nar,)il 1nt r i ty to be exprcssud a., aj ower
series, Ix ci ,ion or tile inc idellt LUnd.4l t a sign, Tile outl)U (-)t olSUe a
nonlinearity is given by

W k
v (t) = ak v (t) (2-1)

wliere v ( t) is tire incident fundamientl,3 signial. The characteristics of a
particular device are contained in the Set tJ coefficient1Sll ak" Tu'e4 mnemoryless nature of a device characterized by anl expression such as (2-1)

* is apparent since thle out put at any time depends only onl thle input at that
time and is independent of thle past history of thle i npJut. For tihe saice

j reason, a device whose behavior is described by (2-1) cannot display any

hysteresis.

Tire fundarmental signal inc ident on the nonlineari ty will be
represented byIv1(t) = V(t) cos(wot+O(t)) (2-2)
This reprt sent at ton inc ludes ainpi itude a ne p hase mnod u la te u corriers o i
various tykes , depending onl thle selection of the amplitude funct ion V(t )
11.d Lic. to tUXiCon 4(t). inst t i-.g ('2-2) in (2-1) yielids

v (t) a~ V Cr) Cos k(W t+rP(t)) (2-3)
0 k=O 0

- / 5



fcr,-s [n this su. r.iay be expanded using the results in [91 to 6ive

V k(t)cosk (W0 t+ ) = V k(t) I 2C(k,m)cos(mw0 t+m ) (2-4)
m=O

m even if k even
m odd if k odd

where F r(k+l)C'k'm =m mmk
C2,m) k + l r ( 1 _ - ) r ( 1 + -- - )

2 l 2y
with E 1 for m = 0

m
= 2 for m>O

](k) - Gamma function

= (k-l)! for integer, k, k>O.

Sy utilizing the properties of the (;amma function, it can be shown th,.t

c(k,[) = ( for m>k.

Using (2-4) in (2-3) allows the output of the nonlinearity to be expressed
as

00 k k
vo(t) = 2 1 akV kt) C(k,m)cos(mwot+m) (2-5)

k=O m=O
(k-m) even

. or by interchanging summations as

v 0 (t) = 2 1 cos(ni0ot+nO) I akVk(t)C(k,m) (2-6)

m=0 k=m
(k-m) even

4
Each of the above representations displays the structure of the

harmonic distortion products in a different way Equation (2-5) shows that

each term in the power series expansion of the nonlinearity develops a sum
* of carriers at (alternate) harmonics of the fundamental frequency and that

the fundamental phase term (t) is scaled kby the harmonic number. All

these terms are amplitude modulated by V (t). For example, for the k-9
terr.i, the following components are present:

Lt9  Davenport, W.B., Root, W.L., An Introduction to the Theory of Random
Si,6nals and Noise, :IcGraw-lill Book Co., New York, 1978, p. 284.

6
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V9 (t){C(9,1)cos(, 0t+) + C(9,3)cos(3w ot+34) + C(9,5)cos(5w0 t+54)

+C(9,7)cos(7 0 t+7) + C(9,9)cos(9a0 t+9 )} (2-7)

This 6 epresentation shows which harmonic carriers are amplitude
modulated by V (t). The alternate representation of (2-6), on the other
hand, identifies the signal structure at each h rnroic. This can be seen
by considering the second sum in (2-6) for a particular m. This sum, which
is a combination of powers of V(t), amplitude modulates the m-th iian:-onic
carrier. The bandwidth of the modulation of the n-th harmonic 1i,
detrermined by the bandwidth of the fundamental modulation V(t) and
resulting bandwidth of the powers of V(t) in the sum. The energy in these
higher power terms diminishes rapidly as k increases because of the hi J
order. Thus the bandwidth of the m-th harmonic energy is concentrated
about the m-th harmonic carrier frequency. For the fundamental carrier
frequencies under consideration here (2 Mihz or higher), there typicolly is
no overlap of energy between adjacent harmonics.

.quation (2-b) clearly sows tLhe structure of these harmonics.
G; n,,r., lv a narrowband receiver is tuned to receive only one of these
harvv-: .r The harmonic interterence at the n-th harmonic is given by

vn(t) = V n(t) cos(nw 0 t+n(t)) (2-8)

where the amplitude modulation V n(t) is

I.o

,4 V (t) = 2 akC(k,n)V (t )n k=n

(k-n) even

As (2-8) shows, the amplitude modulation of the n-th harmonic carrier is a
sum of alternate powers of the fundamental modulation V(t), beginning with

M the n-th power. The terms in the sum are weighted by the nonlinearityI V coefficients a and the expansion coefficients C(k,n). As described
above, the bandwidth of the sidebands at the n-th harmonic is determined hy
the fundamental modulation spectrum and the coefficients ak and c(k,n).
In principle, this bandwidth is infinite, as shown by the expansion in
(2-8) for V (t). However, the energy near the bad edges of V k(t)
diminishes rapidly for large k since the spectrum of V (t) is the k-fold
convolution of the spectrum of V(t). In general, the dominant term in the
sum is the k-n term, since higher powers of V(t) will be smaller in

|, ma;' lit rue.

7;72
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2.2 INTERMODULATION PRODUCT DISTORTION

In this section the analysis of the distortion products produced

by a memoryless nonlinearity is extended to the case where two amplitude
modulated fundamentals are incident on the nonlinearity. The output of the
nonlinearity is given by (2-1) where now the input is given by

v(t) = A1 (t)cosw 1 t + A2 (t)cosW2 t (2-9)

in which A (t) and A2 (t) are amplitude modulations for carriers at
frequenciel f1  and f . For simplicity only amplitude modulation is

considered. Inserting ?2-9) in (2-1) yields

00

v0(t) =I a [Alcoswit+A2 cos 2 t]n
n=0

0 n n i n-i i n-i
a n a ( )iA1 A2  cos w1 tcos W 2 t (2-10)

n=O i=0

where the dependence of A, and A2 on t has been dropped for convenience

and

k k!
i i!(k-i)!

are the binomial coefficients.

In order to show the intermodulation frequencies explicitly,

(2-10) will be expanded further by use of the following [10]:

n
Cos n= L I (n) cos(n-2j)6c s o 2--- j ,.0

Using this in (2-10) results in

I ; i

[10] Jolley, B.W., Summation of Series, Dover Press, 1961.

8



i n-i a
V -t n ' ( L)( )AI(t)A2 (t)cs(i-2j)wltcos(n--2k)w2t

n=O i=O j=O k=O 2

n i n-i
X X I I a nn i X k )A I(t)A2n- (t){cos[(i-2j)w 1t+

n=O i=O j=O k=O 2 ij k 1 2

+(n-i-2k)w 2 t]+cos[(i-2j)wlt-(n-i-2k)w2 t]} (2-11)

hic-i shows that the lnternoauiation products generated by the nonlineariL
occur at frequencies

fl M If I + r.2f2

where from (2-11)

= i-2j

m2  n-i-2k

In VLra!, m and a ran6 e over the set of positive and negative
intee'La n be 'een by examination of the limits in (2-11). The order
of the it.-, "- dulation product (IM!P) is

LIP order = In 1 1 + 1m2 l

Since we are considering I'P interference to a narrowuand
receiver tuned to a frequency fR' it is not necessary to retain all the
terms in (2-11). Only those IMP which occur at f will get through the
receiver passband. Furthermore, if we assume thai the modulation sidebanus
of the IMP fall off rapidly so that there is no appreciable spectral
overlap betweeen the IMP, only those IMP occurring at fk will arfect the
receiver. Thus, the IHP interference at fR is given by those terms in

* (2-11) for which

f R = mlfl + m2 f2 "

There are multiple solutions for Equation (2-13), that is, sets of. (M,.m for i -- 1,2,... which yield the IP at f" Hlowever, the

IMwhih causes the greatest interference are those where the order of theIMP is low, typically 3, 5, or 7. Therefore, for a particular fR ana

r fixed fl and f2, the values of mI and 112 in (2-13) which cause the
interference can be considered as unique and will be such as to provide a
low order IMP. Hence, we may consider mI and mi as fixed and apply the
definitions of (2-12) to reduce (2-11) to that IMP which occurs at fR"

.aking the subsitution m = i+2j and mn = n-i-2k eliminates
the sums over k and j in (2-11) an yields the TAP at f as

9
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v~ ~ O 1 n1
2  

an (n( n-i )A i An-i csMWtMWtVR(t) = L 2n~1 (i (ml)AIA 2  •cos [mlnit~mwt ]
nm 1 +m2  2 m1  n-i-m 2  12 1i1 2 2

n-m1-m2 i-m 1  2 2 (2-14)

even even

where only tile r.1f If +2 term has been retained from (2-11). By
transfor;ing the summation indices using

= i-M1

22 = n-i-m 2

(2-14) becomes

+m '2. rn+2.+m )A 1 12112211.12 1 A 2  22.o £+ml+2r+ 2  (1 l+2. 2 A 2
vR(t) = 00 21+M1+k2M2+1 - M I +1-22- 2 -2 1 cosA 2L[mWt+M 2 2tjR1 Z =2 2 -M 1 k 2+ 12 21 2

1even £2 even

The I:,'P at f, can be expressed as

vR(t) = y(t) cos[(m 1 W1+m2W2 )t1 (2-15)

with

y(t) = X ci '2 A (t)A22  (t)21=0 42=0 c1',.

10 2=
1 even Z2 even

where the constants c. 1 ,Z 2 include tile expansion coefficients and the
nonlinearity coerficients ano are given by

a2 k-, +M + M ( , 9! , 1 a1 +2+2 (2.1+ml+£.2+r2) !
1 1 2 1122 1 1 2 2

2.3 tMULTIPLE NuNLINEARITILS

The underlying assumption for the previous developments is that
the nonlinearity generating the interference is strictly memoryless.
Nonlinear devices that exhibit AM-P1i conversion are not memoryless, for it

ltakes memory to vary the zero crossings of the output waveform from those

10



of the input. Such an eftect can be produced by a nonlinear device as
simple ,.s .i diode wit'. . capacitor across the junction, so that the R-C
time constant depends on the input ai~iplitude. Nlore importantly, as will be
shown, interference produced by a composite nonlinearity that is formed by
a group of memoryless nonlinearities whose wavetorns are combined with
different phase shifts (e.g., due to different propa6ation delays) also

exhibits AM-PM conversion.

As a practical ,aLter, nonlinearities are likely to occur in
multiples due to the presence of multiple communication systems on board a
single aircratt. In addition, it is likely that a single communications
terminal (including antenna, tuner, one or more receivers or transmitters)
will contain several nonlinearities. Such a composite nonlinearity
consists of individual nonlinearities radiating harmonic energy that is
received by an antenna on the aircraft with slightly different propagation
delays. This model is called weakly dispersive because it is assumed that
the envelope delays are insignificant, but the effect on carrier phase is
not. Thus, a sum of harmonic waveforms is received which constitutes the
total harmonic interference that may be expressed as

vn(t) = I A.(t) coslnw t+n (t)+6.] (2-16)
n c1

where A 4t) is the harmonic amplitude modulation associated with each
nonlinearity. Each term in the sum of (2-16) corresponds to an harmonic

interference as derived earlier and expressed in (2-8). The summation
variable i is used to index each of the contributing nonlinearities. The
phase shift 0., representing the effect of propagation delay, is
subscripted bylthe summation index i to show that, in general, its value is
different for each value of i. Since the nonlinearities may vary greatly
in their particular characteristics and in the amplitudes of their input

4' fundamental waveforms, the envelopes A.(t) will also differ for different
values of i.

Thus, the total n-th harmonic can be expressed as

Sn(t) A [Ai(t)csoilcos[nw At+n(t)]-[Y Ai(t)sinei]sin[nct+nO(t)] (2-17)
n I c ~i i

in which the inphase and quddrature components are evident. This can be
made more apparent by writing

V (t) = A (t)cos[nw t+no(t)]+AQ(t)sin[nwct+nq (t)] (2-18)

where

, t : '  Alt W At a(t) COS0.

AQ(t) = - Ai(t) sinO

ii
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Thus it can be seei, ttIL multiple tior.linearities produce AM- to P."
conversion wnich must be accommodated in any system attempting to effect
harmonic cancellation. The A1 1-to-PH conversion is evident by rewriting
V (t) once more as

v n(W = A(t) cos[nwtetn (t)+6(t)I (2-19)

where the envelope Akt) is

2(t) + A(2

anu the phase 9 t) is

-IA (t)
0(t) = tan'- {A-- -I

S.12



3 0 EXPLR1MENTAL RLSCLTS

).I FREQUENCY DEPENDENCL OF NUNLINEARITIES

The analysis of nonlinearity-generated interference of either the
harmonic or intermodulation product type is greatly simplified if the

nonlinearity in question is memoryless. Likewise the structure and
complexity of a harmonic distortion cancellation system is greatly reduced
if the nonlinearity is memoryless. The nonlinearity models used in Section
2 assumed that there are no memory effects present in the nonlinearity and,
as a consequence of this assumption, the entire harmonic spectrum displayed
no memory effects at all. In practice this is unlikely to be true.
However, all that is really needed is that memory effects be negligibly
small over a frequency band commensurate with the bandwidth of the
modulation sidebands of the harmonic of interest. Lack of memory over a
band of this extent is more likely to be found with real nonlinearities and
implies that the amplitude of the modulation sidebands are not a function
of the fundamental modulation frequency.

In order to experimentally evaluate these effects, two
nonlinearities were tested in the laboratory to determine if their harmonic

responses to an A waveform were dependent on the frequency of the
fundamental modulation. A block diagram of the test setup is given in
Figur ;.

A sinusoidally modulated All double-sideband, suppressed carrier
waveform was synthesized by summing two sinusoids at equal levels with a

slight frequency difference A, with both frequencies set near 25 M~iz. The
sum was amplified and lowpass filtered for harmonic rejection. The
resulting waveform was then applied to the test nonlinearity, and the sixth
harmonic at 150 MHz was monitored on a spectrum analyzer. Two test
nonlinearities were used: an FD100 Schottky diode and the antenna port of
an ARC-164 radio with its power off. The attenuator preceding; the
nonlinearity was adjusted to obtain approximately equal sixth harmonic

power levels for both nonlinearities.

Both the ARC-164 and the diode sixth harmonic response were

observed with approximately I kHz and 10 kHz tone spacing (at the
fundamental frequency). Figure 2 is a photograph of the spectrum analyzer

* display with the ARC-164 used as the test nonlinearity. The upper
photograph is for a 1 kllz spacing between the two fundamental tones (i.e.,
25.000 MHz and 25.001 Mhz) while the lower photograph is for a 10 kliz
spacing between the two fundamental tones (25.000 MHz and 25.010 Mhz).
Figure 3 is for the same conditions with the analyzer vertical sensitivity

* improved to 2 dB/div. Comparison of the upper and lower analyzer
i! photographs shows that there is no discernible difference between the

relative sideband levels, indicating that the harmonic sideband structure
is not dependent on the frequency of the fundamental modulation. The
measurement technique, instrument accuracy and sensitivity permits
measurement of differences in sideband levels as small as 0.5 or 0.25 dB,

indicating that the ARC-164 front end (unpowered) is memoryless over a band

13
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1 kHz FUNDAMENTAL
TONE SPACING

VERTICAL: 10 dB/DIV
HORIZONTAL: 2 kHz/DIV

10 kHz FUNDAMENTAL
TONE SPACING

VERTICAL: 10 dB/DIV4 HORIZONTAL: 20 kHz/DIV

FIGURE 2

ARC-164 TEST NONLINEARITY
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1 kHz FUNDAMENTAL

TONE SPACING

VERTICAL: 2 dB/DIV
HORIZONTAL: 2 kHz/DIV

WO 7

10 kHz FUNDAMENTAL
TONE SPACING

VERTICAL: 2 dB/DIV
HORIZONTA: 20 kHz/DIV

I f

FIGURE 3

* IARC-164 TEST NONLINEARITY -DETAIL
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ur, <. and , e :;. s(2,iutcnce of analyzer plot ogri,r s

Ii the diodO used as Lh test nonlinearity. The sare cosparison can DO

1L.ade showing that diode is also memoryless over the band measured.

By comparing Figure 2 to Figure 4 it can be seen that ti
sideband structure of the ARC-164 nonlinearity and the diode nonlinearity
are different. For example, comparison of the lower photographs in each
figure indicates that the ARC-164 sidebands fall off more rapidly than
those of the diode. This difference in relative sideband structure means
that the sixth harmonic waveform front the diode could not be used to
achieve significant cancellation of interference produced by an ARC-164
front end.

Appendix A analyzes the cancellation that can be achieved by
using the harmonic distortion produced by one nonlinearity to cancel the
harmonic distortion produced by a second nonlinearity.

3.2 TIME DOMAIN SYNTHESIS OF HARMONIC ENVELOPE

In order to evaluate the concept of harmonic carcellation by
synthe. is of thc har,,onic envevlpe, a laboratory experiment was conuucted
usi ng s in(j;i :d laboratory vqu i piVient and an interference cancellation
syste, L, Lccally , the oxperiinent consists of generating a sinusoidally
amplitude modulated fundamental which excited a nonlinearity to generate a
third harmonic interference. Direct synthesis of the envelope of a third
harmonic signal to effect cancellation of the interference was used. The
synthesis of the third harmonic envelope was accomplished by use of a
Wavetek waveform generator, the output of which was used to amplitude
modulate a carrier at the third harmonic. Cancellation was acccomplished
by use of the M-500, a UHF cancellation system with adaptive control loops
which is capable of providing 60 dB of cancellation.

The waveform synthesizer used was a Wavetek Model No. 175,
Arbitrary Waveform Generator (ARB). This generator can synthesize an

* approximation to any periodic waveform. It subdivides the period into t,
time segments, where N is selectable between 1 and 1024. The operator

j ' programs into the instrument's memory the amplitude of the waveform
(quantized to 255 levels) for each time segment, by keyboard entries. The
amplitude scale factor and the waveform period are also operator
selectable. The generator can generate a stepwise approximation to a

desired waveform, or it can be operated with smoothing between the time
slots to generate a piecewise linear approximation to a desired waveform.

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 6, in which the ARB is
used to ap., l itude m,1odulate the third harmonic carrier as the Reference
(weighted) iniput to an UhF interference cancellation system (ICS). The ICS
Main (unwe iglited) input was the third harmonic from a test nonlinearity to
whiicii the ark lit Ude-ud ul aed fundaienLaI was applied. 'I he ,,' on the
fundamenti. interference w.s sinusoidal, with the same period as that

17
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1 kHz FUNDAMENTAL

TONE SPACING

VERTICAL: 10 dB/DIV
HORIZONTAL: 2 kHz/DIVr

10 kHz FUNDAMENTAL
TONE SPACING

VERTICAL: 10 dB/DIV
HORIZONTAL: 20 k~z/DIV

* FIGURE 4

DIODE TEST NONLINEARITfl
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;encrated by tei. ARB. 'i is was accori ished by using a Wavetek #171
Synthesized Si ;noa Generator with an external I hliz clock provided by the

10 1111z clock o. the ARb 1rotiq l a divide-by-ten counter. The phase ot the
sinusoid was adjusted by passing it through the tunable Krohn-liite #3(I0-Ab

bandpass Filter.

The ARFB was operated with a period of 1.25 kiiz, subdivided into

N=40 time slots. The ICS output was monitored on the spectrum analyzer
used as a fixed-tuned (at 300 Mhz) detector with 300 kilz IF bandwidth. The

spectrum analyzer then provided a time domain display of the ICS output;

its sweep was triggered from the ARB. The ARB wavetorm was then manually
programmed point-by-point to minimize the ICS output as seen on the

analyzer. The time slot modified at each iteration was the one for which

the ICS output was largest. Smoothing was enabled on the ARB.

Figure 7 shows the spectrum analyzer display of the ICS output
with no cancellation applied, that is, the ICS output with only the output

of the test linearity connected to the ICS. Recall that the analyzer is

used as a fixed tuned receiver with the horizontal axis proportional to

time in this experimental setup.

Modification of the ARh waveform point-by-point as described
above a",,oweu the peak value of the ICS output to be reduced by 20 db.
Furthe, minimization could not be accomplished because ot an ARB

malfunction in which it would, at random times, dump its memory. Further

experimentation with this equipment was aborted because of this
malfunction, so that more illustrative and/or precise data are not

available.

It was noted that the ARB waveform needed for 20 db of

cancellation was not strictly symmetrical about its positive and negative

peaks. This indicates that M-PM conversion effects were present, further

borne out by the assymmetry of the spectrum at the ICS output. This is

very likely the result of the fact that other nonlinearities were present

in the experimental setup (thus producing the AM-PM conversion effects

described earlier in Section 2.3). When the test nonlinearity was removed,

the third harmonic interference decreased by about 15 dh, indicating that
I other Sources of distortion were present.

Although this laboratory experiment did not yield definitive

data, it did demonstrate that harmonic cancellation by synthesis of the

harmonic envelope is a viable concept.

3.3 FOURIER EXPANSION ItAR.IONIC SYNTH1ESIS
'I

An additional experiment was conducted to further evaluate the

concept ot harmonic cancellation by syntnesis of the harmonic envelope. In

. this experiment a sinusoidal fundamental envelope was used and the harmonic

envelope was synthesized as the sum of amplitude weighted and phase shifted

harmonics of tie fundamental. This harmonic envelope synthesis approach

relies. on the fact that the har!uonic envelope is a sun of powers of the
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Vertical Scale: 10 dB/div
Horizontal Scale: 100 ps/div

4 Analyzer tuned to 300 MHz

IF Bandwidth: 300 kHz

~ FIGURE 7

* UNCANCELLED ICS OUTPUT
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fundamental envelope as shown by Equation (2-8). The synthesized harmonic
envelope used in the experiment is

7
V n(t) = I Akcos( 2 kft+ek) (3-1)

k=0

while the amplitude modulation of the fundamental carrier is cos(2 ft).
The A and 0 in the expansion for V (t) above are the amplitude and

kn.phase, respectively, of the k-th harmonic of the lundamental and were
controlled by an operator in order to achieve the best possible
cancellation.

Figure 8 shows the configuration of the test setup used for this
experiment. The upper channel provides a sinusoidally modulated 100 M11z
carrier which is driven into a nonlineaity to create a third harmonic
distortion product. The sinusoidal amplitude modulation for the 100 MHz
fundamental is generated by a computer driving a D/A converter. This is
described in more detail below. The third harmonic output of the
nonlinearity is used as the input to the unweighted channel of the MX-500
Ics.

The lower channel provides the synthesized third harmonic by
first g,, er iting a 300 M1z carrier through a bandpass limiter and then
applying the synthesized third harmonic envelope by amplitude modulating
the 300 MHz carrier. The harmonic modulation is derived trow the computer
as is the fundamental modulation. The resulting synthesized third harmonic
amplitude modulated carrier is used as an input to the weighted channel of
the MX-500 ICS. The ICS is used to effect the cancellation of the third
harmonic interference from the nonlinearity by appropriately controlling
the amplitude and phase of the synthesized third harmonic. The ICS output
is monitored by use of a spectrum analyzer to measure the cancellation.
The waveshape of the synthesized third harmonic amplitude modulation isj ,varied by operator control to achieve the greatest cancellation at the ICS
output.

j In order to generate the fundamental and the synthesized
amplitude modulation waveforms with the absolute phase coherence required
and to permit the amplitude and phase of the harmonics in the synthesized

* modulation waveform to be independently controlled, these waveforms were
digitally generated by a computer and D/A converter for use in the balanced
modulators. The computer operated in two different modes in order to
generate these waveforms: the compute mode and the output mode. In the
compute mode the computer accepts commands from the operator via the CRT
terminal. These commands established the values of A and for
synthesis of the harmonic modulation waveform. After the operator entered
Ak and Ok for all k = 0,1,...,7 (this operation was simplified by
entering changes only in order to expedite the optimization of the
synthesized envelope), the computer generated two tables of data each 32
words long and stored them in memory. One table contained the values for

rthe fundamental sinusoidal modulation (cos2frft) while the second table

23
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contained the values of the synthesized harmonic V(t) as given in (3-1).

The second mode of operation commenced after the above tables
were formed. In this mode the computer repetitively updated each of the
two D/A converters with data from the appropriate table in mentory, thus
providing analog waveforms at the D/A converter outputs corresponding to
the data stored in each table. The tables were read out repetitively by
returning to the first entry after the last entry was used, thereby
producing periodic waveforms. The fundamental frequency and hence the
frequency of the first seven harmonics generated in this way was
established by control of the frequency of the external clock supplied as
an input to the D/A converters. In order to assure sufficient precision in
the generation of the waveforms, systema parameters and programs were
established to provide at least four samples per period of the highest
frequency used, the seventh harmonic of the fundamental modulation. The
D/A converters were updated at a rate of 32f, where f is the frequency of
the fundamental modulation. With these parameters, the fundamental
frequency could be as high as 940 Hz. The D/A converters have a resolution
of 12 bits. Figure 9 is a photograph of the experimental setup.

The fundamental modulation frequency f has to be selected
carefully within the following constraints. First, it must be a frequency
low enough so that the D/A converter clock can run at 32f. Second, it
should be faster than the tracking speed of the MX-500 ICS so that the ICS
does not follow the AM. Third, it should be low enough so that mismatches
of the tunable UHF BPF's (approximately 500 kliz 3 dB bandwidths) do not
limit the achievable cancellation. Fourth, f should exceed 300 Hz, so that
the spectral lines are resolvable by a spectrum analyzer with a minimum
resolution of 300 Hz.

The procedure for manually selecting the values of Ak and e1 is
based on the acquisition process that an adaptive system would follow if
each harmonic were adaptively controlled by the LMS algorithm. The

4 amplitude corresponding to the strongest sideband in the error signal at
the ICS output is the one whose value should be changed most during the
next LMS iteration. Hence, the manual adjustment procedure at each
iteration is to vary the amplitude and phase corresponding to the strongest
sideband in the error signal. This applies to all harmonics except the
fundamental, which should be left at its maximum value since the MX-500
will adaptively adjust it. Therefore, the nulling procedure involves a

trial and error approach of modifying the harmonic whose contribution to
the ICS error output is greatest, continually seeking the set of
Ak, k, k - 0,1,...,7 which provides the smallest residue.

Figure 10 shows the results of an experiment using the above
procedure. The fundamental modulation frequency is 781 Hz. The upper
photograph shows the spectrum of the ICS output with no cancellation
(weighted channel disabled). The carrier frequency is 300 Mhz and the4 7sideband structure caused by the nonlinear third harmonic distortion is as
shown. The lower photograph shows the cancelled ICS output after the
adjustment procedure described above has been executed. The cancellation
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FIGURE 9

I THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
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UNCANCELLED ICS OUTPUT

CANCELLED ICS OUTPUT

CANCELLATION 30 dB

4 FOR BOTH PHOTOGRAPHS:

ANALYZER RESOLUTION= 300 Hz
VERTICAL: 10 dR/DIV
HORIZONTAL: 2 kHz/DIV

FIGURE 10

SPECTRUM 01' THE ICS OUTPUT
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for the central sidebands is 30 dB for the component at -900 Hz (with
respect to band center), while the sideband at +900 H. is cancelled by 35
dB. The sidebands at +2700 Hz, +4500 |lz and +6300 dz are cancelled to a
level below the residue at -900 Hz.

Note that sidebands at +8100 Liz and beyond are not cancelled at
all since the synthesized harmonic envelope only includes terms up to the
seventh harmonic (6300 Hz). Observe also that the spectrum of the
cancelled residue is not symmetrical about the center frequency. This is
due to AM-to-PIN conversion effects in the test setup causing the two
spectra at the ICS inputs to have slightly different sideband phases. The
A '-to-P'l conversion is caused by the fact that the test setup contains more
than one nonlinearity. This effect is analyzed in Section 2.3.

Figure 11 shows the uncancelled and cancelled ICS output for the

same experimental conditions as in Figure 10 except that the analyzer
resolution is 3 kliz. This display provides a more integrated measure of

ICS output and corresponds Co what would be present in a 3 kHz wide
receiver tuned to some part of the interference spectrum. The 30 dB
cancellation at band center is clearly shown. Figure 12 shows the waveform

of the synthesized harmonic modulation.

Table I is a tabulation of the amplitude and phases of the

harmonic components of the synthesized harmonic modulation. The 0.001
amplitude value is the smallest amplitude that could be entered. Since
this is more than 60 dB below the fundamental, these components have no

effect on the results.

Table I - Harmonic Components of Synthesized Harmonic Modulation

Harmonic Number (k) Amplitude Ak Phase 6 k (0)

0 0.001 0
1 5.495 0
2 0.001 0
3 1.757 -4.5

4 0.001 0
5 0.446 180

* 6 0.001 0

7 0.1122 180

d ,r
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CANCELLED AND UNCANCELLED

ICS OUTPUT

ANALYZER RESOLUTION = 3 kHz

VERTICAL: 10 dB/DIV
HORIZONTAL: 2 kHz/DIV

FIGURE 11

ICS OUTPUT SPECTRUM

4I OSCILLOSCOPE TRACE

VERTICAL: 200 ps/DIV

1

.9 ,FIGURE 12

WAVEFORM OF" SYNTHESIZED HARMONIC MODULATION
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4.0 DISTORTION PRODUCT CANCELLATION SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

In this section the configuration of systems designed for the
cancellation of harmonic and intermodulation distortion are described.
These systems rely on some means of synthesizing the envelope of the
distortion products (DP) involved from a knowledge of the fundamental

envelopes. Two basic techniques for this synthesis are described. We
begin by considering the cancellation of harmonic interference and apply
the same concpets to the more general problem of intermodulation products
(IMP).

4.1 hARMONIC ENVELOPE SYNTHESIS

Typically, the harmonic interference coupled into a receiver is
due to only one of the harmonics of the offending transmitter. In this
case the interference is given by (2-8) for an appropriate selection of
harmonic number n. The objective of a harmonic interference cancellation
system is to cancel the interfering harmonic signal to an acceptably low
level by making use of the transmitted fundamental signal. Figure 13 shows
the configuration of a system which cancels harmonic interference. The
system operates by modulating a harmonic carrier with a synthesized
harmonic envelope. The resulting synthesized harmonic is applied to the
weighted channel of a standard ICS to provide cancellation. The ICS
provides the amplitude and phase control of the synthesized harmonic RF (or

IF) signal at a rate which is rapid enough to accommodate any changes in
the coupling path from the nonlinearity to the receive antennas.

The harmonic envelope synthesizer operates on the envelope of the
fundamental signal to create the envelope of the received harmonic. It is
directed by the error signal from the ICS. The adaption time of the
synthesizer is slow. Once adapted, it need respond only to changes in the
characteristics of the nonlinearity which is assumed to be basically

4nonvarying.
The system of Figure 13 is adequate to cancel the harmonic

distortion produced by one nonlinearity but will be unable to provide
cancellation for the same harmonic produced by multiple nonlinearities
(which need not be the same) excited by the same fundamental signal. As
shown in Section 2.3, harmonic energy receive from multiple, memoryless
nonlinearities exhibits phase modulation which is dependent on the
amplitude modulation of the fundamental. This All-to-PM conversion requires
a more complex system to effect cancellation of the harmonic.

Figure 14 shows the configuration of a system for multiple

nonlinearity generated harmonic interference cancellation. As can be seen,
this system contains a synthesizer for both the inphase and quadrature
components of the received interference. The inphase and quadrature
components of the ICS output are used as feedback to the appropriate
synthesizer. This system synthesizes an inphase and quadrature harmonic

envelope and combines them exactly as Equation (2-18) indicates, thus
matching the structure of the received interference.

IL
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The crux of both systems described above is the synthesis of an
harmonic envelope from knowledge of the fundamental. The residue from the
ICS is available as feedback to guide the synthesis procedure. Means of
implementing this synthesis operation are described in the following.

In the discussion which follows, x(t) is used to denor- the
fundamental envelope. The first step in the synthesis of the envelope is
the expansion of the fundamental envelope x(t) in a convenient set of basis
functions g (x). The selection of the g.(x) is discussed later. A
weighted sum of these basis functions is uses to synthesize the envelope of

tile harmonic which we denote by y(t). Thus the harmonic envelope is given
by

y(t) = y[x(t)] = g cgi[x(t) ]  (4-1)
1

where the c. are constants and the specific dependence of y(t) on x(t) is
expressed y the first equality. Note that for the system shown in Figure
14, two synthesized envelopes yl(t) and yQ(t) are needed. The value of
the c. in the expansion for y(t) above must be such as to minimize the
power out of the ICS.

Figure 15 shows the operations required to implement the above

processing. The fundamental envelope is expanded in the set of basis
functions, g.(x) and each of these expansion functions is then multiplied
by a constant c. and summed. The figure shows the processing required
for envelope synthesis in a cancellation system which has a single channel
as shown in Figure 13. The summation of the weighted basis functions which
is the synthesized envelope is used to modulate the harmonic carrier.

Adaptive control of the c. is implemented by an LUIS feedback
loop which acts to minimize the output of the canceller. The LMIS control
loop is well suited to this application since it acts to minimize the
output power of the canceller. The ICS output is first correlated
(synchronously detected) with the synthesized carrier to extract the error
at baseband and then is correlated with gix) to determine the error
component associated with gi(x). This error signal is applied to the

ci multiplier through a lowpass filter.

The means of implementing the various signal processing
operations shown on Figure 15 depends on the specific form selected for the
g (x). Several techniques of adaptively synthesizing the harmonic
e velope have been identified. The approaches to envelope synthesis fall
in two categories: gate functions and polynomial expansions.

4.1.1 Gate Function Synthesis

The u.3e of gate functions in envelope synthesis is a
straightforward approach well suited to digital processing circuits. Gate

4functions are binary valued functions which are useful for defining when a

variable is wit'iin certain bounds. Formally, a gate function gi(x) is
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defined as follows:

gi(x) = 1, if xi_ < x xi (4-2)

= , otherwise

for i = 1,2,.... Figure 16 shows several gate functions. They can be used
to expand an arbitrary function f(x) as follows:

N
f(x) I c Ckgk(x) (4-3)

k=l

which is a stepwise function of x which can assume an arbitrary shape
depending on the selection of ck' For any x in an allowed range, one and
only one - has nonzero value and f(x) assumes the value ck for that x.
For our application, x represents the fundamental envelope and f(x)
represents the harmonic envelope. A typical f(x) is shown in Figure 17.
The objective of adaptive harmonic envelope synthesis is to select the set
of c k so that the system output is minimized.

A method is given in ill] for computing each cn coefficent to
minimize mean-square error 7 between the approximated output and a desired
output z(t). The value of c should be set so that -'2/3c = 0. This is
achieved when the error n n

N
C z(t) - I cngn(x) (4-4)

n=1

is orthogonal to each gate function, gn(x). Thus,

T gn(X) = [z(t)-Cngn ( x ) ] g n ( x )

= [z(t)-cn] gn(x)

z (4-5)

where the overbar represents the averaging process used in defining the
* mean square error. If a time average is used, then adjustment of the

coefficients c } to satisfy (4-5) in steady state may be implemented by
the LMS (Least n Mean Squares) feedback algorithm. Each coefficient is
adjusted by a high gain negative feedback loop, which, in the steady state,
satisfies Equation (4-5). The LMS algorithm generates an incremental
negative feedback correction to each c that is proportional to the

4n
111 l 1] . Schetzen, "Determination of Optimum Nonlinear Systems for
Generalized Error Criteria Based on the Use of Gate Functions," IEEE Trans

on Information Theory, January 1965, pp. 117-125.
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derivative of c2 with respect to c , that is:

dcn(t) 2
=~) _V1 3E- -2Pjg W (4-6)

dt - 5c n n

Thus, in a sampled-date control system

Cn (j+l) = Cn (j) - 2vi(j)gn[x(J)1' (47)

while in a continuous system

t

c (t) = -211 f ()gn[X(T)] dT (4-8)

0

Equation (4-7) is particularly easy to implement digitally. It
tells us that whenever the n-th gating function is activated, then c isincremented by -20E from its previous value. When the n-th gating function

is not actuated, then c remains at its previous value. Since the gating
function boundaries (k nxn+ ) do not overlap, only one gating
function is activated at any one time. Thus, the weighted sum of gating
functions used in (4-4) to approximate z(t) reduces to

z(t) = c when xn<x(t) < x and -0 (4-9)

If we apply x(t) to an analog-to-digital converter that generates the
number n when x <x(t)<xn+i, then that number may be used to address a
memory in which tie c,'s are stored. The addressed cn is used to
approximate z(t) an8 is also updated to a new value by incrementing it by
-2pe.

Figure 18 depicts the processing required to implement harmonic
I envelope synthesis using gate functions. The analog-to-digital (A/D)

converted fundamental envelope is used as an address for the random access
memory. This selection of a unique address for each unique code out of the
A/D converter (corresponding to a range of envelope values) implements the

4 gate function expansion described above. The number stored in the address
represents the value ck assigned to gk(x). The contents of the current
address, ck, are read out of memory and digital-to-analog (D/A) converted
to form the input to the modulator. Adaptive control of the value of ck
is achieved by determining the error in the system output (by correlation)
and incrementing the contents of the current address by a negatively scaled

f version of this error. (This processing implements the operations of (4-7)

above which indicates that when the ci reach steady state the error is
small.)
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This implementation is seen to involve straightforward digital
processing techniques where the only arithmetic operation involved is
addition.

4.1.2 Polynomial Expansion Envelope Synthesis

An alternate means of expanding the nonlinearity to synthesize
the harmonic envelope is to make use of standard polynomial expansions. A

wide variety of possibilities is available. The simplest is a power series
expansion in which the expansion functions are given by

W i+n' ~~gi(x) = x , i =0,...N

where n is the order of the harmonic.

Other polynomials such as Tchebychev are available for expanding

the nonlinearity. In this case the gi are given by

= xn
gi x Ti(x)

where n is the order of the harmonic and T (x) is the Tchebychev
polynomial of order i. Several of these are listed below:

T0 (x) =1

T1(x) = x

T2 (x) = 2x2 1

T3 (x) = 4x3-3x

etc.

In either case the expansion of the harmonic envelope is given
j by:

N
f(x) = [ cigi(x) (4-10)

i=O

where x is the fundamental envelope. As before, the coefficients c must
be found to minimize the system output. Figure 19 shows the systemconfiguration for utilization of polynomials in the synthesis of the

harmonic. The envelope of the fundamental is A/D converted and the g (x)
computed for the envelope value x. Then Zc igi(x) is formed and used to
modulate the harmonic carrier. Adaptive control of each c is obtained
by correlation with the harmonic carrier and then correlat:ng eachwith this error signal. Correlating each g wit Ih er .. --

correction signals which are applied to the ci the e system
output. The corrections are negatively scaled and lowpass filtered to

implement the LMS control algorithm.
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The response time of envelope synthesis can be improved by
selecting expansion polynomials gi(x) that are orthogonal. Using
orthogonal polynomials reduces the cross coupling in the correlation
processing (ideally to zero) and permits the coefficients c to be found
more rapidly. The Tchebychev polynomials are orthogonal anA provide the
additional advantage that minimization of the average power out of the
canceller also minimizes the peak power.

As can be seen from Figure 19, considerably more arithmetic
processing is required to synthesize the harmonic envelope using polynomial
expansions in comparison to the gate function approach (refer to Figure
18). This processing is within the capabilities of today's digital
processing components and can be done with a combination of table look-up
and special purpose arithmetic processors.

4.2 INTERMODULATION PRODUCT SYNTHESIS

Intermodulation product (IMP) interference is produced when the
fundamental signal from two distinct transmitters excite a nonlinearity and
one of the resulting distortion components is coupled to the receive
antenna of a receiving system. The objective of an IMP cancellation system
is to cancel the interfering IMP to an acceptably low level by making use
of only the fundamental signals. The structure of the IMP at a particular
frequency fR = mlf +m2 f2 where f and f2 are the fundamental
carrier frequencies is deriveu in Section 2.2. The IMP given by (2-15)
where the amplitude modulation of the IMP y(t) is expressed as a weighted
summation of powers of the fundamental modulations.

Figure 20 shows the configuration of a system which operates to
cancel IMP interference. The structure of this system is similar to that
of the harmonic cancellation system. In the present case two fundamental
signals must be processed to generate a carrier signal at the IMP frequency
and to synthesize the 1IP envelope. Generation of the IMP carrier can be

S accomplished by application of standard hardlimiting and filtering
techniques. Synthesis of the IMP envelope, as before, is the difficult
part of the system design.

eFigure 21 shows the structure of the processing required for IMP
envelope synthesis by a direct application of Equation (2-15) and its

* associated definitions (the equations following (2-15)). As these
equations show the IMP envelope is a weighted sum of powers of the
fundamental envelopes A (t) and A2 (t). The weighting coefficients

are related to the coefficients ak, of the power series expansion
of the nonlinearity. These coefficients must be selected to closely
approximate the received IMP envelope.

4.2.1 ynthesis of the IMP Envelope by Use of Gate Functions

The amplitude of the IMP at f can be synthesized using the

gate functions described earlier in a system configured as shown in Figure
22. The system configuration is similar to that used for harmonic envelope
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synthesis (refer to Figure 18). The output of each fundamental transmitter
is A/D coverted and used to address into a random access memory. When used
for harmonic envelope synthesis, the output of a single A/D was used to
address into a particular memory location, thus implementing the gate
function processing. For the harmonic case, the memory was
one-dimensional, that is, each A/D converter output selected one memory
location. For use in the synthesis of IMP envelopes, the memory is
two-dimensional, that is, the A/D output of one fundamental envelope
determines the value of one coordinate and the A/D output of the second
fundamental determines the value of the second coordinate. A particular
memory location is determined by both A/D outputs, thus implementing a
two-dimensional gate function.

The contents of the memory location addressed in this way contain
a constant which is the amplitude of the IMP corresonding to the two
fundamental envelopes. The value of this constant is continually updated
by the operation of an LKS control loop as was done in the harmonic
envelope case and defined by Equation (4-7).

Because of the need to drive the IMP synthesis processing from
two fundamental envelopes, the size of the memory required will increase
substantially. In addition, due to the increased number of memory
locations, the time required for the synthesis processing to converge to
its steady state will be greatly increased over the adaption time for the
harmonic envelope synthesis case.

4.2.2 Polynomial Expansion IMP Envelope Synthesis

As was done in the case of harmonic envelope synthesis,
polynomial expansion can be used to synthesize the IMP envelope. To see
how this is done, we begin by expanding the fundamental envelope terms of
the IMP y(t) derived earlier (see Equation (2-15)) as follows:

A( = r1)gr(A1)

£2

A 2 = s(k2gs (A2 )

where the coefficients r (Z1) and s(£2) can be computed exactly once the

form of g.(x) is selected. Using these representations in y(t) as given
in (2-15), the IMP envelope derived in Section 2.2, and interchanging
orders of summation, y(t) can be expressed as

Sml m2

y(t)2 brs g(A) g(A 2 ) (4-11)
rs
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where

b L L 2 c )
r,s I, 2=s 1' r I s 2

1 2

Fi6ure 23 shows the system configurat ion which imipLeme nts the

above processing. Its structure is similar to that used fur polynomial
expansion of harmonic envelopes showu in .'igure 19. As shown in Fi);ure 23,
control of the coefficients b is implemented by use of an lAlS control
loop. The correlation and udit ing process i ng implements the control
aL>oriitmi shown in Fi,,;ure 14.

The arithmetic processing required to implement the operations
shown in Figure 23 is much greater than for the gate [tinction synt he is
approach shown in Figure 22. However the memory requirements are loss and
the acquisition time should be more rapid. 'lore study is required to
compare the performance and complexity of the two IIP enve lope synt lies i
approachles.

4.2.3 System Co0!fiCuration for MuitjipLe Noniinearities

As was the case for hart onics, muItipIe nonline arities iu I1
produce A-to-Pg conversion effects for [IP. By providing; scpa rate
synthesis capability for I and Q channels, it should be possible to
generate a replica of the composite received [lP. 'lore study is remJoired
to evaluate this approach and to investigate means of red uc i nj its
compleuxity. Such a system is roughly twice the complexity of the ;ystems
shown in V ir 22 or 23.

i4
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SIMULATION OF ENVELOPE SYNTHESIS BY GATE FUNCTIONS

In order to determine the effectiveness of an harmonic
cancellation system which employs gate Lunction synthesis of the harmonic
envelope, system operation was simulated on a digital computer and the
performance of the system evaluated for a variety of external
nonlinearities and fundamental amplitude modulation waveforms. The
simulation was configured in such a way as to accurately represent the

digital processing that would be implemented in a practical system
realization. In the following, the simulation is described in detail and
tie results discussed.

5.1 DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATION

The harmonic cancellation system simulated is that shown in
Figure 14 which includes separate I and Q channels to properly synthesize
the harmonic envelope for the situation where there is AM-to-PM coversion
due to tile presence of multiple nonlinearities. The I and Q channel
harmonic envelope synthesis is implemented by use of gate functions as
shown on Figure 18.

The simulation operates with the complex envelopes of all RF
signals actually present in the system. Therefore, the ICS which produces
the cancellation by weighting the synthesized harmonic and combining it
with the received interference is not included in the simulation of the
system. This exclusion is not significant in terms of the evaluation of
the harmonic cancellation system performance, since the ICS performance is
not the limiting factor in this system. It functions to adjust the
amplitude and phase of the synthesized harmonic in order to compensate for
small differences in the interference coupling path.

Figure 24 shows the structure of the simulation. The simulation
program was written in FORTRAN and run on a PDP-11/35 computer. Each
iteration of the program begins with the generation of a sample of the
fundamental modulation waveform. This sample is used to generate a sample
of the output of at least one nonlinearity. Up to three nonlinearities

,* were simulated at one time. All nonlinearities were modelled as polynomial
functions of the fundamental waveform.

The fundamental sample is also used to generate the phase of the
synthesized harmonic carrier. The carrier phase is the angle of the

(possibly) complex-valued fundamental amplitude modulation waveform. In
*order to assure that carrier is present for both I and Q channels, a fixed

450 phase offset was added to the phase found as described above. The
envelope detector function is accomplished by forming the magnitude of the
fundamental. The function of A/D conversion is implemented, by converting
from floating point to integer representation in the simulation program.
Prior to integer conversion, the envelope is clipped to represent the

effect of an A/D converter with a limited number of bits.

i ;
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The clipper function is the following, where Y is the clipper

output.

Y = IVoi if IV01 < 2N-I

= 2-1 if IVoI > 2 -

This clipping function, when followed by integer conversion, represents the
operation of an A/D converter with N-bit output resolution.

The integer output of the A/D converter is used as an address to
select one entry from each of two tables. The two tables represent the I
and Q components of the synthesized harmonic envelope and the addressing
described above implements the mathematical structure of the gating
function. The bit length of each entry in the tables was restricted to N
bits to accurately represent a practical system implemented with fixed
point arithmetic and N-bit processing and storage capabilities.

The addressed I and Q table values are D/A converted to floating
point representation and multiplied by the complex the complex envelope of
the synthesized harmonic carrier ( unity magnitude) to form the synthesized
modulated harmonic. The complex-valued harmonic interferencee is
subtracted from the synthesized harmonic to form the canceller error
signal. After multiplication by the synthesized harmonic carrier to effect
correlation or synchronous detection and negative amplification, the error
is clipped and A/D-converted to an N-bit integer number as described
earlier. The current I and Q values are added to the resulting error
signal and the results loaded into the tables as the new I and Q values.

The new I and Q values are clipped at a level of 2N -1 to represent
storage limitations of N-bit words.

The processing described above implements the LMS control
algorithm for both the I and Q values of the synthesized harmonic envelope.
When a particular entry in the I and Q tables is addressed, the updating
equation for those values is

X(k+l) = X(k)-Ge

where X(k+l) = new value

X(k) = old value
6 = error at the canceller output
G = gain in error path

The above disregards the operation of the clipper and A/D converter.

jThe simulation program included the definition of the fundamental
, ~waveform and the number and form of the nonlinearities. At run time the

" . following parameters could be selected:
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Number of bits (N)
Sample rate
Gain (G)
Fundamental waveform frequency
Run time

The output data from the program is the time history of cancellation

defined as

C = 10 log(I 12/Iv 12)

where IET = average of the squared error at canceller output

T1T? - average of the squared harmonic interference

The value of "rv is also provided as an output. The average is computed
over one hundre2 samples of the respective signals.

An additional output is available on an optional basis. A plot
of the values of the I and Q synthesized harmonic tables can be obtained.

Generally, the maximum levels of both the fundamental waveform
and the harmonic interference are set to utilize nearly the full dynamic
range provided by the number of bits N. That is the maximum values were
selected to be approximately 0.9 or 0.95 times 2 .

Details of the simulation are available from the FORTRAN program
listing in Appendix B.

5.2 SIMULATION RESULTS

4The simulation program was run for a variety of fundamental
waveforms, nonlinearities, numbers of nonlinearities and canceller system
parameters. The results of these various runs indicate that the gate
function synthesis approach is capable of creating the harmonic envelope by

£making use of knowledge of the fundamental amplitude modulation.

A variety of fundamental amplitude modulations were used. The
following are typical examples.

* I Amplitude modulation (AM): A(l+asinwt), a<1

AM/Suppressed carrier (SC): Asinwt

Multi-tone (MT) AM/SC: A sinw 1 t + A2 sin 2 t

Generally the fundamental modulation was selected to have a maximum
amplitude less than unity. The result was then £caled prior to entry intothe envelope detector. The scaling constant is 2 -1, the dynamic range

of the A/D converter for any value of N.
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The same scaling is applied to the output of the composite
nonlinearity with the nonlinearity characteristic selected to yield a
maximum envelope ot less than unity. This scaling assures that the full

dynamic range of the N-bit words in the I and Q envelope synthesis tables
is utilized without overflow. The following nonlinearities were used in
various combinations for simulation runs.

A. Diode Approximation

v 3 2 2 2

V+ + 2-(l + +L)

where v = fundamental amplitude

v = third harmonic amplitude
This approximation is from reference [6].

3
B. Third-Order Polynomial: v3 = A v + 

A3v

C. Fifth Power of Fundamental: v3 = Av
5

These nonlinearities represent distributed nonlinearities as
described in Section 2.3. Therefore, the harmonic amplitudes of each
separate nonlinearity are combined with different RF phases to produce a
complex, composite harmonic interference at the input to the canceller.

All simulations were formally run for the third harmonic case although the
results are general and apply to higher order harmonics.

Table II contains a summary of the results of typical simulation
runs for a variety of simulation parameters. The fundamental modulation
and nonlinearities have been defined above.

Multiple entries in the nonlinearity column indicate that those
nonlinearities were present simultaneously to produce a composite
nonlinearity. The column entitled "Special Conditions" indicates the
deviations from the standard conditions made during certain of the
simulation runs. Average harmonic power is the mean square value of the
harmonic interference at the canceller input with a 0 dB reference of 1
watt. Average steady state (SS) cancellation is given by

* C = 10 log(jCf 2/jVI 2 )

where 77 = mean square harmonic interference

Vr7 mean square canceller output

The final column, the acquisition time, is a measure of the time
taken for the cancellation to reach a level within 2 to 4 dB of the steady

• o state cancellation. The values listed in this column are not precise and
should. be taken as an approximate measure of the time for the harmonic
envelope synthesis to settle.
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Study of simulation output data indicates that cancellation
starts at 0 dB and improves, finally reaching the indicated steady state
value. However, the improvement is not smooth and continuous. The
cancellation is observed to increase steadily for a time period and then
decrease for a short interval, returning to better cancellation after the
sharp decrease.

The reason for this is the fact that a particular entry in the I
and Q synthesis tables is updated only at those times when the fundamental
envelope falls in the range of signal levels which yield the proper
address. During the adaption process certain table entries are skipped
over nore than others and, therefore, remain in their initial zero or
partially adapted state for a longer time. The time at which they begin to
adapt or resume adaption occurs when the fundamental is sampled at the
correct time to produce the required address. This process can lead to
situations where the adaption of certain table entries takes considerably
longer than other entries, thus producing bursts of poor cancellation
during the adaption process.

Another factor affecting the cancellation data is the way in
which they are computed. The mean square canceller output is found by
arithmetically averaging the squared magnitude of the error signal over
blocks of 100 samples. This averaging over blocks also tends to produce
somewhat nonuniform results.

.1 The acquisition time listed in Table II is the approximate time
it takes for the cancellation to remain within 2-4 dB of the final value

with no short intervals of poor cancellation.

As the data in Table II indicate, the harmonic envelope synthesis
can be accomplished very accurately. For those cases where the gain is
unity, the steady state cancellation is about equal to the average harmonic
power. The limitation to ultimate cancellabion in these cases is the
limited number of I and Q table entries (2 -1 locations) and the
limitation of each of these to N bits. These two effects appear as a
minimum resolution, placing a lower bound on the achievable cancellation.
Note, that the case where G - 0.25 (entry 7) achieves considerably reduced
cancellation.

The acquisition time for those cases run under standard
conditions is between 1 and 2 seconds. For entries 4 and 5, the
acquisition time is greatly reduced from this, because there are many fewer
I and Q synthesis table entries to update. The acquisition time for entry
7 where the gain is reduced is smaller than those cases run with standard
conditions because the steady state cancellation is lower. The 1.2 second
acquisition time for entry 9 which is for the multi-tone AM/SC case
indicates that variations in fundamental envelope waveform affect the
settling time of the synthesis procedure.

25 or heThe values of the I and Q synthesis tables are plotted in Figure
25 or hesimulation run of entry 6 in Table II. For this simulation run,
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the RF phases of the A and B nonlinearities were selected to align exactly
with the phases of the I and Q components of the synthesized harmonic
carrier, respectively. The result of this alignment is that the I channel
adapts to synthesize nonlinearity A while the Q channel adapts to
synthesize the B nonlinearity. Figure 25 is a plot of the normalized value
of A and B synthesis tables as a function of the address of the tables.
The plot is normalized to the maximum value in either the I or Q table.

Each curve represents the nonlinear transfer function of the appropriate
nonlinearity.
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b.O CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study was directed at the analysis of the characteristics of

harmonic interference and the synthesis and evaluation of techiques to

effect cancellation of such interference. The results were extended to

indicate approaches to cancellation of more complex distortion product (DP)

interferences including harmonics from multiple nonlinearities and

intermodulation products caused by two fundamental signals. During the

initial stages of the investigation, a survey of the literature was

conducted in order to determine if any existing work was available to

assist in the problem formulation or solution. In spite of the current

renewed interest in nonlinear system analysis, no work was uncovered which

addressed the problem from the standpoint of detailed harmonic or DP
waveform analysis; hence the available work is not directly applicable to
the DP cancellation problem.

In addition to the analysis of harmonic waveforms, extensive
laboratory experiments were conducted to evaluate the extent to which

typical nonlinearities are memoryless. The conclusion of these experiments
is that, at least to a level corresponding to 20 to 30 dB of cancellation

over limited bands, the nonlinearities are memoryless. These experiments
also provided initial verification of the concept of harmonic envelope
synthesis for harmonic interference cancellation.

Further evaluation of harmonic envelope synthesis by use of gate

function processing was obtained by simulating the essential parts of a
harmonic cancellation system. The results of the simulation indicate that
the approach is viable and realizable with available analog and digital
signal processing components. The complexity of such an implementation

appears to be reasonable.

The results of the study indicate that an harmonic cancellation

system employing the concept of harmonic envelope synthesis is feasible and
that the next step should be the design and implementation of an

experimental canceller. Many practical design issues remain to be resolved

prior to implementation. Among them are the following.

The effect of variations in the coupling between the
fundamental transmitter and the harmonic producing

•4 nonlinearities. Such variations may require more rapid
synthesis adaption or greater dynamic range.

Coupling variations between the nonlinearity output and the
victim receiver may be completely accomamodated by the ICS or
may need additional level control processing.

waveforms and the synthesis update rate.

A consideration of the total RF bandwidth that must be

processed at the victim receiver input to properly represent
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the received harmonic envelope.

Optimization of the number of bits and the memory size
requirements for a desired level of cancellation. This
should include a consideration of nonlinear A/D and D/A
conversion characteristics (companding) to make most
effective use of the available dynamic range.

With these system-related questions resolved, the design of an experimental

model can proceed. Of course, many design issues remain to be resolved,
but these are the typical implementation questions associated with any
canceller system design.

6
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APPENDIX A

CANCELLATION ACHIEVABLE BY DIFFERENT NONLINEARITIES

AI.0 INTRODUCTION

As derived in Section 2, the waveform at the output of a nonline-
arity characterized by the power series expansion

v (t) (t) (A-i)
OUT k=O kIN

is given by

o o kF (k+l) vk (t) cos [nw c t+n (t)] (A2

YOUT(t) I k-n k+n (A-)
k~n2

(k-n even)

where vIN(t) = V(t) cos W ct+ (t) (A-3)

Thus the principal envelope term at the n-th harminic is (k=n in sum)

Vn t)
e(t) = n (A-4)n

2

and it is corrupted by the higher order terms (k = n+2,n+3,...)

e(t) (n+2 a 2 V t+2) + (n+4)(n+3) n+4= - n++ t) n+i4 V (t) +2 nt) 2 n+2 2 n+5 n4

(n+6)(n+5) (+4) n+6 W + (A-5)
S+ 2n+7  + 6 V t

(2 )(3)

Assuming that the corrupting terms are uniformly convergent, the principal
corrupting term is

E = (n+2) 0 _n+2.t11jt 2n2cn+ 2V (t) (A-6)
2 2n + 2  n2

-'6
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A2.0 ACHIEVABLE CANCELLATION IN TERMS OF NONLINEARITY EXPANSION
COEFFICIENTS

Let us model the cancellation problem as shown in Figure A-1. We

want to find the achievable cancellation ratio as a function of the power
series expansion coefficients for the two nonlinearities, {a I and {B.}. Based
on Section Al, we will model the envelopes at the n-th harmonic, vl,n tt) and

V2,n(t), as the sum of their principal terms plus their principal corruptingterms,

vn(t) V n(t) C + (n+2) V2(t)ln 2n n 4 n+2
(A-7)

_ (n+2) V2 (t)
V2 (t) n)8+

2n  n 4 n+2

The output residue power from a cancellation system such as that
shown in Figure A-1 is

1i12 = fIV 1(W)-WV2(W)12 d,

.where Vl(w) and V2 (w) are the Fourier transforms of v1 (t) and vo(t) and W is
a complex-valued weight. The residue i6 2 is minimized when W selected
such that

f[Vl(W)-wv 2 (W)]v*(w) dw = 0

giving

fwv 2(W)i12d

Using this, iE12 becomes

IdI2 = fIVl(W)1 2d' 2 Vl(w)v (w)

IV v2(W)12dw

Normalizing this by the power in the unweighted channel yields the cancella-
tion ratio

iI

C R 1 2 2

';fI l( ) v  2w

f1Vl(VV*) 12d v
fIV1 ((w) IV w~l2d

* j
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Applying Parseval' Theorem and retaining only the envelope terms yields the
optimum cancellation ratio

[fv I (tOV 2 (t)d t] 2

SCR- =I - f2 v (A-8)

C R - [ J1  ( t ) vt 2  (t ) d t A 8

where CR is the numerical ratio of the output power to power at the unweighted
input. Inserting (A-7) into (A-8) gives

If Vt)+n+2 _n+2 Vt)+n+2 ̂ n+2 t1

= 1 - {f[%nVn(t) + -- n 2 (0)[nn(t) + I-- n+ 2V (t)jIdt} 2
n+2 n+2 n 4 nn+ 2

f[JnVn(t) + n-n+2V t)2 dt f[nVn(t) + 4 Vn+2 (t)] 2dt
{f[an8nV 2n(t) + (n+2)(, , -+8 a )V2n2 t +n n n+2 n n +2

+ (n+2) 2 _ 2n+4..
16 n+2 n+2V (t)]dt}2=1- 2(A-9)

fla 2V2n(t)+act+ 2 (n+2) 2n+2 (n+2) 2 2n+4
2() + 162) n+22n (t)]dt

2 2n 2
S "2n(t)nn+2 (n+2) 2n+2(t) (n+2) 2 2 V 2n+4...,St+ 6 n+2 tt)]dt

As a worst case let us consider the AM transmitter to be sinusoi-
dally modulated, double sideband suppressed carrier. This is chosen as a worst
case because the envelope covers the full range between its peak value and zero,
and because it spends a large percentage of its time near its peak value
where the harmonics generated are strongest. Thus, we write

V(t) = A cosw t (A-10); m

The evaluation of the integrals in (9) is straightforward, resulting
in the following

fV'( A2n 2n

t= (2n n
A2

fV2n2 (dt- L2n+2 (2n+2 A A(2n+l) An 2n

2 2n+2 n+l 2(n4-l) 2 2n n

2n 4 2n
fv2n+4(t)dt = 2n+4 2n+4 A(2n+l) (2n+3) A (A-)

2n+4 n+2 4(n+l)(n+2) 2n (2n2! 2
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k
where the notation C)is the binomial coefficient

(j J= -) (A-12)

Inserting (11) into (9) gives

+ 2 2 2 (2n4l) ]( 8a )+(n+2) 2 A 4 (2n4-1)(2n+3) 1

n n + )[ 4 (n+l) n ~n+2+ n ln+2 16 4(n+l)(n+2

=R 1 - 2 ~ 2
,11 (n 2 n+ 4+

2a (n4)[ ______ +_ n+2 2 [A (2n+1)(2n+3)J
{n+aan+2 2 2(n+1) j 6n+2L4(n-I-)(n+2) (A-13)

2 (n+2) A 2n+1) (n+2)2 2 A4 (nl(n3
n +6n an+2 2 2(n+l) 1 16 n+21 4(n+1)(n+2)

Collecting terms in (13) over a conmmon denominator results in

A 4(ana8 - a'2 ) 2(n+2)(2n+l)
CR = - n+ - Ia+A2nn+2nl t2 n2(nl)2+)(-4

2 2 n n(- 142
64nl %+ 4(n+l) + - 64(n+l)

2 a ~A 2(n+2)(2n+1) a8 A 4(n+2)(2n+1)(2n+3)

n4Cn+l) + n+2 *

Dividing numerator and denominator by a28 and dropping higher order terms
results innn

A -+2 n)2 (n+2)(2n+l)

CRn n (A-15)

___ (n+2)(2n+1'k,{ + n+2 A(n+2)(2n+l)i6(l a4(n+1) ~ 84(n+l)
n n

*Note that if the nonlinearities are identical, the numerator, and hence the
CR, go to zero, implying perfect cancellation.
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A3.0 ACHIEVABLE CANCELLATION RATIO IN TERMS OF MEASURABLE HARMONIC
POWER LEVELS

The coefficients {i} and {8} are not easily measured directly,
and hence the utility of Equation (A-151 is less than ideal. However, these
coefficients may be directly related to the power measurements made at the
individual harmonics with the same AM fundamental to provide a more useful
result.

We approximate the power levels at the n-th harmonic of each non-
linearity, by using only the first term of (A-7) to obtain

Pl,n = fv2,n(t)dt = (an)2 fv2n(t) d t

2P = V , t dt ( 8)2 f 2n ~t d  (A- 16)

,n Vn~~ 2n j~td

Performing the integrations with V(t) given by (A-10), we obtain

2 A2n

n 2n
l,n 2 4n n

2 A2n (A-17)

n 2,
2 ,n 4n n

Likewise, the power levels at the (n+2)-th harmnnics are given by

2 A2 (n+2 )
an+2 2n+4

Pl,n+2 2
4 (n+2) ' n+2)

2 2 2 (n+2) (A-l)
n+2n;P , 2,n+2 -  24(n+2) n+2)

1 .itThe ratios of the corresponding expressions in (A-17) and (A-18) is

42n+4P ln+2 a (n+2) 2 A 4 tn+2)  % e+2)%2 A 4 (2n+l)(2n+3)
P1ln 28 (2n) a n -6 (n+l) (n+2)

n (A-19)

• 2,n n 26 (n+l)(n+2)
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whence

a 2~ vqp,n+2 (n+l)(n+2)]/IlPn(2n+l12n+3)] 20

2(A- 0
S A2n+2 3 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

We now insert

22(n+2) /P7 - V/P1 2 /P1CR2,n+2 2,n l,n+ ,n (A- 21)

(n+l)(2n+3){1 + 21([pl +/pl ]-[(n+2)3 (2n+1)/(n+1)(2n+3)]1*

{J1+2 p2 n+2/p2,n]-[(n+2) 3 2n+1)/(n+1)(2n+3)]}

For large n, we can further simplify (A-21) to obtain

(VI2P /P J- l2nP /P 2
2, l ,n ,n 2 ,n+ >,

3.1 EVALUATION FOR SOME SPECIAL CASES

Equation (22) will be evaluated for two cases.

Case 1: Rapid decrease in harmonic energy.

Suppose ln+2 /1,n and 2  n+22/n < 1. Then2,+2 l,n2 ,2,22n

VIP ______ - VIP n / < 1/2n

and

CR < )2
14i

as an upper bound.

Case 2: Slow decrease in harmonic energy.

Suppose 2nll,n+2/ l,n >1and 2n( ,+/2n> 1. Then

CR 2/ j ,~ ~
8n 2VPl,n/ ln+2 YF2 ,n/ 2,n+2)

I * ~whence we can upper-bound CR as
CR < 1/2.
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These results lend credenco to the intuitive conclusion that where
the harmonic power level.; cr~,~ slowly, the achievabic tanccllation ratio
is much more dependent on z;,aLcIii~ng of the_ nonlir.caritiLes. Case 1 above cor-
responds to the' situation whore the harmonic level falls off rapidly. Case 2
corresponds to the situation where the harmonic level does not decay as rapidly,
thereby leading to a smaller cancellation ratio as shown by the upper bound
found above.
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APPENDIX 8

LISTING OF FORTRAN PROGRAM

This appendix contains a listing of the FORTRAN program which
simulates the key portions of an harmonic cancellation system.
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c tIA& ON"lCS CANCLLATIoN
5017 iolIC1A(2X,'s1IlUL Pku;; N 4~1 fU N ) AiU/S C )

C08'LtX CV0,CVil,CLRRK,CIU,CCSl,CV

TI-2.5

NG-i II
FS=1 000t1.
C=I .()
I'o-1217.

I TYFE;i 5011 ,T , NG,FS, C,Fo
5011 FoRl-AT(2x,'RUN TIiE( 1)= F i10.4,.1 NUMi AUA ii1'fS(2)=-' , L4,

I / 2X, 'S~lPLL FAf()',9.0, ' GAI.(4)=' 1.'10.3,
2 /,2X,'FUtNU FRKQ(5)='F9.0)
MPL" 5013

5o13 FON.IAT(2X, 'LLNTLL<- VLSIRED C2KANGE: '.U.' AIND VALUL')
ACCUPT *,IC~iNC;,VAL

GO TO (70,10,15,20,25,30) ICENG
10 Tl=VAL

GO To I
15 XG=VAL

Go To 1
20 FS=VA\L

Go TO0 1
25 G=VAL

GO To I
3o fu-VAL

GO TO I
7oCALL ASSIGN(,91IXLD,9,'C)

4 5007o Fur,1AT (2X, I Si'L Kg'IE ,F9.0,3x, 'mALRbT= 14 ,3X

5009 VitUAT (2X, 'FUND fR(jiq' , F9.0,3X,'RUN 10' I.4, 3X)

PRINT 5017
2 PiJaT 5007, FS,NG,G

MIINT 5009, FUTI

Do 150 1A-1 ,2100

I(I A)=0

V150 CONTINUE

PI314159

P14=PI/4.

1P1433*4
Ii Iti(qSm0. 0

Wu-2. *PI*VL)
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F LI'I1-2. 0**N'G-.I
100 C (NT INU E

AVO=0. 98*,;I1N(~u

1 (AVU.LT.U.) ik Gli -Pi43
CVU=CMPLX(AVU .0.0)

C
AV IiiA\ * * 2

A\:1Iii0. 77563*A VILI*AVi*i Vu
AVal;-0. 98*,NVO**5
CVii=C.IPLX (AVii, AVi)

C
CVOriL *CVO
CVii=FL Ii1*cVti
ACVU=CAB'3( CVO)
RCCSiI=C0S (ANGl)
(2CCS1=SI :.(ANGfi)
CCSII=l .414*C>-IPLX(RCCShi,QCCSlI)
Ii ACV.GE.F'LV1) AC(Vo=(FLI:1)
lI\=IFIX(ACVU)+l
RSHi=FU)AT( IRW( IA) )*t'EA,( CCSii)
QSit=kFLOAT( IQW( A) )*AlI:IAG(CCSII)
RE RR=-KEAL(CVIL)+IZSli
QERR-AI! IAG( CVlI)+QSl;
RCLR=-G*RERIxR*SlGN(1. KCCSil)
QCLR-G*QLRR*Slcth. (,QCCSII)

LFIQCR.G~iL12) CER=FLIl
1F(QCii,.LE.-l-LIx\) QUkR=-FLII
lQCL1k=IllX(QCL!R)
Ii<CEi{=lX(CR

I.MIA)I~wIA)+IRCER

lIt( I~' A)lW .C.AL) Qw( A)FI

IF( QW(IA) LL.VL1l [W( IA)--FLI;,l
ElRSQ'iRR**2+QLRR**2
ilAiRS( (R:AL(CViD))**2+(Al;IAG(CVII))**2
EltSQS-ERSQS+LRSQ
iiRSQS=IIR SQS+iARStQ
Ir'(I. EI. 100) Go To 300

Go Tu 250
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300 K-I1
AER=ERSQS/tIRSQS
AiiRUiRSQS/ 100. 0
ERSQS=U.0
kiIKSQS=0.0
IF(AER.LT.1C-9) AER=IE-9
IF(AILR.LT.1E-9) i=1-

ALLK(JP)-l0*ALuGl0( lER)

IF(JP.NE. IG) Go I0 250
TYPE 222 ,ALER,TALURi
PRINT 222 ,ALEK,T,ALjlR

222 FOK;aAT(4X,10(F6. 1 ,X),2X,F7.5/4X,1O(F6.1 ,IX))
250 CONTINUE
255 T-DELTr+T

IF(T.CT.TI) GO TO 999
GO TO 100

999 CONTINUE
1it'AX- 14000
1IIN=1400
DO 650 J-1,2100
IMAX-fHAXO(I.lAX, IRW(J) I IQW(J))

650 1I 1N-flIINO(IMIN,IRW(J),IQW(J))
MMIN-IABS(IMIN)
lZAX-PIAX0(AIlIN, 1iNAX)
PRINT 5021,IMAX
TYPE 5021 ,IAx

5021 FORtlAT(2X,'MAX IMENi VALUE - ',110)
TYPE 5000

5000 FOeuAT(2X, 'ENTER I FOR COMPLEX WEIGHT PLOLT...')
ACCEPT 5001,IeLOT

45001 FORZIAT (11)
If(IPLOT.NE.1) GO To 1100
FSCLF-230.0/ I::AX
DO) 675 KA-4,2100,4
J-KA/4

675 IRW(J)slk{W(KA)*FSCLF
DO 690 L-4,2100,16
JA-L/4
IQW(JA)-IQWk(L) *FSCL F

y LA-L+4
1QW(JA+1 )=IQW(LA)*FSCLF
IQW(JA+2 )-0
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b 90 IQ(JA"4U4

CALI, PLUT55(9,0,0)
CALL PLOT55(10,,)
CALL PLOT55( 2,*1+2+4+32+64+512,)
CALL PLOT5S(7,0,0)
CALL PL0T55(1,0,)
IX -o
IY-o
DO 700 J-1,11
CALL PL0T55(5,IX,1)
CALL PLOT55(4.1,IY)
IX- IX+5O
LY- IY+2 3

700 CONTINUE
CALL PLOT 55(3,-512, IRW)
CALL PLOT55(1,1,)
CALL PLOT55(3,-512,IQW)
READ(5 ,5003)

5003 F0OIiAT(I5)
CALL PLOT55(2, 1+2+4+32+64+512,)
CALL PLOT55(2,512,)
CALL PLuT55(9,0,0)
CALL PLUTr55(10,,)
CALL PL0T55(2, ,1+2+4+32+64+512)

1100 END
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